ANALYSIS OF JAVASCRIPT
BASED SOLUTION TO ADDRESS
CLIENT-SIDE SECURITY

Executive Summary
When evaluating a JS-based security solution against client-side attacks, there are two major factors
to consider: Security and Performance. Solutions designed to mitigate vulnerabilities should not
negatively impact usability or rich customer experience.
JS-based security solutions can undermine both security and performance in multiple key areas,
including those explored from a technical standpoint in this article:

•

THREAT MODEL WEAKNESS: JS-based protection libraries are 3rd parties, making solutions that
include them vulnerable to the same types of attack they seek to mitigate.

•

DOM API TRACKING LIMITATIONS: Large numbers of APIs on the average web page simultaneously
impacts performance while creating a hook for attackers and creating a single point of failure.

•

RACE CONDITION WITH MUTATIONOBSERVER: Why JS-based security solutions using MO are
themselves vulnerable to attack – and how to verify if your protection solution uses this technique.

•

XSS PROTECTION: Despite featuring consistently among the Top 3 website vulnerabilities, JS-based
solutions typically cannot protect against XSS.

As detailed in this article, users can assess vulnerabilities in their own JS-based solution using the
example of tracking new iFrames loading without a valid HTTP URL to replicate a Magecart-style attack
capable of bypassing JS-based security. Multiple performance impacts of JS API hooking, including
Time to First Byte and First Interactive are easily measured using the Google Lighthouse Tool.
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Introduction
The modern web is powered by JavaScript. We all know this.
But third-party JavaScript exposes enterprise websites to significant client-side vulnerability. If any
of the JS on a site is compromised, hackers can steal information stored in the browser or entered
by users - from credentials to credit card data and other PII. In fact, hacking groups like Magecart are
exploiting this vulnerability every day, causing large scale data breaches.
Some businesses have sought to defend against this using JS-based solutions. But basing an entire
threat model around the same vulnerable code builds weakness in from the outset.
When evaluating a JS-based security solution against client-side attacks, there are two major
factors to consider: Security and Performance.
This article guides readers through how they can assess both of these crucial indicators when
evaluating any JS-based security solution.

Security
Is your JS-based threat model hackable?
When evaluating JavaScript-based client-side security solutions, there are several key security
weaknesses that should be considered: Threat model weakness, DOM API tracking limitations, and
potential for bypass.
Threat model weakness:
If you’re trying to protect your web application against 3rd party attacks, inclusion of a JS-based
protection library is a 3rd party in and of itself. If your threat model considers 3rd parties to be
susceptible to attacks (such as Magecart), then your JS-based security provider is vulnerable to the
same attack as well.
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With TALA, policies are consumed and applied by the browser. They’re not prone to manipulation
by the attacker because the attacker has no control over them - and therefore no opportunity to
take control.

DOM API Tracking Limitations: 					
Low Performance + Security Risk
The Document Object Model (DOM) is used by browsers to determine what to render on a web page.
When a page opens in a browser, large numbers of APIs are provided (often 200+) - and an attack
can happen through any one of them. To prevent that, a JS-based solution has to hook into those
APIs - and to be truly comprehensive and secure, it has to do that for all of them. From a performance
perspective, you’re now running in asynchronous blocking mode - nothing else runs or loads until this
hooking is complete, effectively making this process a single point of failure. To cap it all, in these
situations, the solution itself is providing a hook for this attack vector.

Remember:
•

There are a large number of APIs to cover - impacting both performance and security.

•

If even one API is missed, that leaves an open door to attackers.

•

JS API hooking for security impacts metrics including: Time to First Byte (TTFB), First
Meaningful Paint, First Interactive, Speed-index-metric and First CPU idle.
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Assessing Vulnerability in a JS-Based Solution
Let’s take a look at how a Magecart-type attack capable of bypassing a JS-based security solution
could work: in this case, tracking new iframes loading without a valid HTTP URL (e.g. ‘javascript:/// or
data:) Let’s take an example of the following script, it could be injected into your web app either via a
3rd party supply chain attack (such as Magecart), or a cross-site scripting attack (XSS):
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Let’s first try to understand what the supposedly malicious script is doing:
1. The script first creates a new browser context via ‘iframe’. The ‘src’ attribute of this script is set a
non HTTP/WS uri. e.g. “javascript:void(0)”/”javascript:;”/undefined:
2. The iframe is then injected into the DOM.
3. The iframe’s content is set to contain a script that can exfiltrate data using an Ajax request.

How to test whether you’re susceptible to this type of attack:
•

Use Chrome browser to open a page that’s protected via a JS-based solution..

•

Open Chrome Inspector Tools

•

Navigate to the “Network” tab in Inspector Tools. Set top filtering to “XHR”

•

There are two ways to inject this script into your DOM:
•

(ideal) appending any of your 3rd party JS with this script via Chrome’s Filesystem Overrides
or a proxy such as Fiddler

•
•
•

Using “console” tab in Inspector Tools and pasting the script above.

Switch back to the network tab.
If you see a request being made to “{CORS_ENABLED_ENDPOINT}” successfully1, your JS
solution is not protecting you against this type of attack.

1.You may see a CORS error, but that is merely because the endpoint may not be supporting CORS. This has nothing to do with the attack in and of itself.
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Chrome network log:
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With TALA: Because Tala leverages browser-based standards, the security policies enforced in the
parent page are automatically transferred to any iframe where the ‘src’ attribute is not a HTTP URL.
And because all of this takes place in the browser, using browser-native security and controls, there is
no impact on performance.
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When the cure can cause the disease: Race condition with MutationObserver
Markup injections are similar to cross-site scripting attacks: the delivery methods are the same but
content injected is HTML tags. These attacks usually focus on defacing a webpage or exfiltrating
sensitive user data.
To protect against markup injections, JS-based security solutions have to use MutationObserver(MO)
API and race condition. The problem, as we’ll see shortly, is that this solution is itself open to an
attack that can completely execute before MO can detect it.
How can you check to see if this is an issue for you?
First, verify whether your JS protection solution is using MO by simply searching for it in the source
code. If it does, let’s take a look at how an HTML injection attack might look:
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As we’ve seen, JS-based solutions have to use MO to protect against these attacks. The problem with
MO is that it’s an ‘async’ API. i.e. there’s always a chance of a race condition before the element is
“deleted” from the DOM to prevent the HTML injection attack. The scenario is depicted in the picture
below, where the red text highlights that there’s always a window open to exploitation.
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With TALA: Tala leverages browser-based standards that are implemented automatically by the
browser. Because the browser sits at the lowest level, the HTML injection is blocked at the lowest
level, meaning there’s no possibility of any race conditions - and therefore no vulnerability of this
nature to exploit.
XSS Protection
Cross-site Scripting (XSS) features consistently among the Top 3 vulnerabilities detected on websites.
Not only is it a widely available attack surface, but a single XSS vulnerability compromises the domain
on which it occurs.
JS-based solutions typically do not provide any protection against XSS. This can easily be tested by
injecting a script in the DOM.
With TALA: Tala detects and prevents both Reflected and Persistent XSS attacks. During the analysis
phase, Tala captures all your inline scripts and “generalizes” their code structure. This information is
used by the Tala module to inject a nonce attribute into your valid scripts runtime. Nonces are a way
of whitelisting your JavaScripts using CSP. Any inline JavaScript that Tala determines is malicious will
not be certified with a nonce.
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Performance
As mentioned at the beginning of this article, using JavaScript to protect against JavaScript comes
with a significant performance penalty. JS API hooking for security impacts metrics including: Time
to First Byte (TTFB), First Meaningful Paint, First Interactive, Speed-index-metric and First CPU idle.
This impact is very well articulated in our blog: Javascript vs Javascript.
To measure how your JS-based security impacts your web page loading performance, you can use
Google Lighthouse Tool. The reasons behind the degraded performance you’ll notice include:
•

JS protection code must load first in a synchronous manner. i.e. your webpage’s loading is
blocked until the JS code has loaded first.

•

Typically, JS-based solutions use Sync XHR to load policy configurations. Again, this blocks
page rendering. Google is working on blocking sync XHRs, for all the good reasons, making this
feature of your JS-based security solution problematic.

•

If you’re using a JS-based security solution, you’re likely to see the following error in Chrome’s
console tab:

(Note: this warning will be pointed to the JS file either directly or within the call stack)

•

Here’s an example of how a solution’s Bootstrap.js code causes performance problems on
https://www.delta.com/login/loginPage?refreshURL=null:
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Performance

With TALA: Tala’s security policies are directly consumed by the browser, i.e. it becomes part of the
native implementation itself, meaning there’s no performance degradation whatsoever to the page
loading.
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